Behavior of Medaka fish under distributed gravity.
The threshold value of gravity for Medaka fish (Oryzias latipes) was determined using parabolic flights of an airplane. Rotating a turntable during a 20 sec of microgravity, a gradient field of centrifugal force was realized in the aquarium. Fish of HO5 strain were used because from the previous studies, in microgravity they were known to exhibit looping behavior more easily than any other strains. Looping fish became stable (i.e., recovered their posture control) when fish swam from a lower-gravity area of the aquarium to an area of a certain gravity value or beyond. On the other hand, stable fish lost their posture control and started looping when fish swam into an area of a gravity lower than a certain value. Using these phenomena, we obtained the gravity value of 0.21 to 0.26 G as for the threshold value for Medaka fish to sense the gravity.